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2016 Monitoring
Statistics
53 Volunteers
34 Lakes
326
Secchi
Readings
173
DO/Temp
Profiles

Thank you for another fantastic year of
monitoring! Fifty-three volunteers made
about 354 trips to monitor the health of 34
lakes in 2016. The work could simply not
be done without your valuable time and
effort. Your commitment to monitoring is
essential to tracking lake health. We especially want to thank our longtime volunteers whose experience ensures such high
quality data.
We are excited to welcome two new volunteers who joined us for the 2016 monitoring season: Mandy Schoen at Lake Cassidy and Andy Stevermer at Nina Lake.
We had a very successful year collecting
temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles
on 18 lakes! We have 12 oxygen meters
available for volunteers to use. If you are
interested in collecting profiles for your
lake in 2017, please let us know!
In 2016, nine lakes were tested for potentially toxic blue-green algae. Of those
lakes, three had toxic blooms that exceed-

ed the Washington State guidelines for
microcystin (a liver toxin). More information about toxic algae can be found at
www.nwtoxicalgae.org.
All of your data have been entered and are
available at www.lakes.surfacewater.info.
We have begun to analyze the data and
updated lake reports will be available on
our website in the coming months.
We would also like to recognize your commitment to high quality data. Because of
this, data from the volunteer monitoring
program has contributed to three recent
publications in scientific journals:
 Education and notification approaches
for harmful algal blooms, Washington
State, USA (Oct 2016)
 Dominant factors associated with microcystins in nine mid-latitude, maritime lakes (April 2015)
 Effectiveness of Alum in a Hypereutrophic Lake [Ketchum] with Substantial External Loading (April, 2017)

507
Phosphorus
Samples

178
Chlorophyll
Samples

Solveig Whittle, Rita Aguilar, &
Ozzie Pearce - Crystal Lake

161
Nitrogen Samples

53
Toxic Algae
Samples
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Mark Your Calendar!
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9:30-1:30
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Winter Wonders Return to the County’s Lakes
Each November, residents of Snohomish County witness flocks of
graceful, snow-white swans descending upon lakes and open fields.
Lake volunteers have recently spotted swans at Sunday, Beecher,
and Crystal Lake. Today you see the two native swans which are
both protected: the large Trumpeter Swan (Cygnus buccinators) and
the slightly smaller Tundra Swan (Cygnus columbianus).
Seeing trumpeter swans is a special treat. Prized for feathers that
made some of the best ink quill pens, trumpeters were nearly hunted to extinction by the early 1900’s. In 1932, fewer than 100 birds
were known to exist south of the Canadian border.
Habitat preservation and hunting regulations saved the swans from
extinction. In 2007, it was estimated that almost 4,000 swans from
central Alaska winter in Skagit County alone. Jim Collins at Sunday
Lake counted more than 930 in one night, reporting by Thanksgiving

Trumpeter Swan

that “the entire Lake was stuffed with them; mornings looking like a
huge floating marshmallow scene.”
Today, tundra and trumpeter swans can be seen mingling together
in shallow lakes, slow-moving rivers, coastal estuaries, and agricultural fields. However, when Trumpeter Swans first reappeared in
Washington, they inhabited fresh water while the Tundra Swans
inhabited salt water environments. It’s not clear why this habitat
separation is no longer the case.
Lead poisoning is still a threat to swans as ingesting only 3-4 lead
shot can be fatal. Poisoned swans must be removed as scavengers
preying on them can also be poisoned. The County’s Animal Control
Services can remove poison swans—call 425-388-3440 .
We’d love to know if you’ve spotted these white-winged wonders
on your lake. Let us know and send some pics to lakes@snoco.org!

Photo: Trumpeter Swan, Lee Barnes,
Seattle Audubon Society

Tundra Swans

(Cygnus buccinators)

(Cygnus columbianus)



Identified by the black bill with no
coloration.



Identified by yellow patch in front of
eyes (although not always present).



Bob their heads and necks with
vocalizations to communicate.



Will only nod their head up or
down—do not bob like trumpeters.



Largest of the North American
native waterfowl with wingspans
of up to eight feet.



Also known as the Whistling Swan,
their scientific name is derived from
the Columbia River.



Trumpeter Swans migrate from
British Colombia and Alaska. Flocks
fly low in a V-formation.





Adults eat stems, leaves, and roots
of aquatic plants and upland grasses during the winter.

Migrate long distances in family
groups from Arctic tundra nesting
sites to winter grounds in the
Northern Contiguous U.S.



Adults historically ate invertebrates
and submerged vegetation but now
also rely on leftovers in ag fields.



Incubation lasts 29-32 and youth
first fly at 2-3 months.



Photo: Tundra Swan, Tom Grey,
Seattle Audubon Society

Incubation lasts 32-37 days and
youth first fly at 4 months.

Range of Trumpeter Swans in Washington

Non-Breeding
Migration
Year-Round

Source: Seattle Audobon Society
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Range of Tundra Swans in Washington

Photo: Trumpetter
Swan on Sunday Lake,
Gerald Plowman

Non-Breeding
Migration

Source: Seattle Audobon Society
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EPA’s National Lakes Assessment - How Healthy Are Our Lakes?
What is the National Lakes Assessment?
The National Lakes Assessment (NLA) is a
massive sampling effort led by the EPA to
better understand the health of our nations
lakes. Slated to be conducted every 5 years,
there have been two so far in 2007 and
2012 with another planned this year.
The 2012 results were recently published
and we are starting to get answers to big
questions including:
 What is the biological, chemical, physical

and recreational condition of lakes?
 How much are lakes degraded? And is it

During the spring and summer of 2012, 89 crews sampled 1,089 lakes across the country.

 Are lake conditions getting better, worse,

or staying the same over time?
 Which environmental stressors are most

associated with lake degradation?
What lakes were included?
Lakes are selected randomly to represent
their ecological region – with similar climate, ecology, and plant and animal communities. The NLA includes natural or manmade lakes, ponds, and reservoirs across
the lower 48 states that are:





greater than 2.47 acres
at least 3.3 feet deep
a minimum quarter acre of open water
a minimum retention time of 1 week

We are in the Western Mountain region and
had two lakes sampled - Lake Armstrong
(2007) and Martha S (2012).

 Lake shoreline habitat

What did they sample?

widespread or localized (regional)?

Parameters were selected to tell the story
of the physical, biological, and chemical
health and the recreational suitability. The
survey includes all of the parameters you
sample plus assessing habitat quality, biological health (zooplankton and macroinvertebrates), and toxins (mercury and atrazine).
What did they find?
 Nutrient pollution—In total, 45,000 lakes

have high levels of phosphorus or nitrogen in the United States.
- 40% had excess phosphorus.
- 35% had excess nitrogen.
- Lakes with high phosphorus were
2.2 times more likely to be have
impaired benthic life.
 Biological conditions - 57% of lakes have

poor to moderately degraded communities of benthic or bottom critters (e.g.
snails and aquatic insects) and 48% for
zooplankton.

- 57% of lakes
have poor to moderate habitat complexity and 51% have poor to moderate riparian cover. Impaired lakes were 1.6 times
more likely to have degraded benthic life.

 Microcystin - 39% of lakes have detecta-

ble levels of this liver toxin which is produced by blue-green algae but were rarely at levels of concern.
 Mercury - 26% of lakes are most dis-

turbed for sediment mercury and 40% for
a toxic version methylmercury. Mercury
can build up in fish and shellfish, affecting
people and animals.
 Atrazine - 30% of lakes had detectable

levels of atrazine and 70% had none. A
common agricultural herbicide, it is found
in about 75% of streams in the US.
Compared to other ecoregions, our ecoregion had less lakes in the most disturbed
condition, including the phosphorus and
lakeshore disturbance parameters.

How Are Lakes Changing? 2007 vs 2012
Phosphorus

Microcystin (an algal toxin)

18.2% fewer lakes with low-phosphorus conditions.
A key nutrient in lakes, the data shows that phosphorus
has increased in lakes that were previously low in phosphorus.

9.5% increase in the detection of microcystin.
While more lakes had detections, there was no
change in the number of most disturbed lakes.

Nitrogen

No change for benthic macroinvertebrates.
Zooplankton changes couldn’t be assessed.

No change in lakes with most disturbed conditions.
While many lakes had high levels, the nitrogen levels
overall were not increasing or decreasing.

Cyanobacteria
8.3% more lakes in the most disturbed condition.
Cyanobacteria cells are an indicator of risk for exposure
to algal toxins and are increasing across the country.
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Biological Community

Lake Shoreline Habitat
No changes were seen for 3 of 5 habitat metrics.
More lakes had decreased habitat complexity, but
fewer lakes were impacted by lake drawdowns,
which is good for habitat.
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A Quagmire of Cool Bog Facts
While you might regularly hear comments such as “being bogged down with work” or
“stuck in a legal quagmire,” you may never have stopped to think about where these terms
came from. All of these terms, plus a whole lot more (fens, mires, morass, muskegs), refer
to a special type of wetland that is primarily composed of peat and often dominated by
sphagnum moss. Bogs are rare and fascinating ecosystems that we can find right in our
backyard in the Puget Sound Region. Here is just a sample of interesting bog info:
Sphagnum moss with carnivorous
sundews (on log) and bladderworts
(in water) at Lake Riley

Sundew with sticky insect traps growing over bog cranberry - Little Lake

Bogs grow slowly A defining bog characteristics is the buildup of peat - soil made of dead
plant matter. Peat forms when plants grow faster than they decompose. Our climate, with
cooler temperatures and lots of rain, is good for peat buildup. To be an official bog, there
must be at least 16 inches of peat. Washington bogs accumulate about one inch of peat
every 40 years. They range in depth from a few feet to over 50—meaning some bogs in our
area started growing after the last glacial retreat about 10,000 years ago!
Bogs are malnourished Another hallmark of bogs is the presence of sphagnum moss. This
clever plant doesn’t just beat out its competition, it actually changes the rules of the game.
Sphagnum releases hydrogen ions to better obtain nutrients. This causes the local pH to
drop as low as 3.5, compared to our lakes that range from pH 6 to 8. The low pH makes
nutrients less available for other plants. The tough conditions favor “ericaceous” plants
such as Labrador tea, bog laurel, and bog cranberry. They rely on mycorrhizal fungi to assist
with nutrient extraction. Other plants, such as sweet gale, grow special nodes that can fix
nitrogen. Of course bogs are also known for their cadre of carnivorous plants such as sundews and bladderworts (see photos) that derive nutrients from tiny invertebrates.
Bogs form around lakes While bogs can be found in a variety of environments, in this
area many form around lakes and ponds. Decaying vegetation mats slowly cover or fill in
lakes over time. You may have heard of a quaking bog - where a lake is mostly covered in
floating vegetation. It can be fun to walk on, but dangerous if you fall through!

Close-up of bladderwort which has
tiny zooplankton traps

Bog bean at Little Martha Lake

Bogs are rare Studies from the 1920’s to the 1950s by a local bog pioneer, George Riggs,
showed that there were at least 24 peatland areas in Snohomish County. Since that time,
some of these have been disrupted through mining (such as Chase Lake) or development.
However, some intact bogs are associated with lakes we monitor. Crystal Lake has not only
Hooven bog in its headwaters, but the Little Lake bog area as well. This special ecosystem is
privately owned and protected by the Crystal Lake community. Lake Cassidy and Little Martha Lake (located north of Lake Stevens) are adjacent to a large bog ecosystem, part of
which is owned by County parks. Lake Ketchum and Lake Riley also have identified bogs in
their watersheds. While not on the official inventory, Lake Loma used to be called Cranberry Lake and was likely a peatland before being developed. We’ve also noticed bog rosemary and other common bog plants near undeveloped portions of Lake Armstrong and the
Three Lakes area. Chain Lake also has large floating mats of vegetation, which is one of the
earlier stages of bog formation.
Bogs are important but at risk Bogs are like giant sponges that absorb and clean water.
This helps to prevent downstream flooding and provide cool clean water that support
salmon and trout. Bogs and other peatlands are also considered the most efficient carbon
sink on the planet. If preserved, they can help prevent climate change, but if destroyed
they can contribute to its acceleration. Small changes in the hydrology or chemistry of
bogs, the encroachment of invasive plants, or too much foot traffic can disrupt these delicate ecosystems. They are also at risk for commercial uses such as peat mining and cranberry farming and natural risks like peatland fires which can burn for decades. What takes
thousands of years to form can be destroyed in a matter of days.

Tom Blum leading fellow lake volunteers on a tour of Little Lake bog
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A Story from the Archives by Patricia Cassidy
Written by Patricia Cassidy a former volunteer who monitored Panther Lake with Wayne Gilbert from the mid 90’s to 2001
“It was a cool cloudy summer day when Wayne and I set out in his tiny aluminum boat to do our lake monitoring. It was about
10 am and the lake was very quite. I didn’t even realize that there was someone else on the lake until he putted past us.
He was a scruffy looking character who appeared to have not gotten very much sleep. As he motored by us, Wayne asked him if he’d
had any luck fishing. The guy mumbled something back in return, all I could make out was that he had snagged his fishing pole then
lost it while trying to pry it loose. He said he was lucky because he had brought another pole with him.
About 15 minutes had passed when I glanced around and noticed our fishing buddy standing in his little boat leaning over the side,
apparently relieving himself in the lake. Well I guess he leaned a little too much and lost his balance. He didn’t completely fall out of
his boat, but just enough to soak himself and fill his boat with about 90% water. By the time he got himself seated again there was only
about 5” of visible boat. He then had to fumble to get his oars which kind of tipped the boat allowing it to continue to fill the water.
Leaving a trail of empty beer cans, his life preserver, and misc. other things floating on the surface he managed to row himself around
this big tree that was laying in the lake.
Needless to say Wayne and I were laughing so hard just watching this idiot, we forgot we should probably row over to help him. By the
time we got there he had lost total control of his sinking ship and fallen in again, this time all the way out of his boat. We watched as
his boat battery, fishing pole, tackle box, and knife sunk to the bottom of the lake.
Mr. fisherman would still not give up, he was trying to get back in his boat which was now only visible by the tip sticking out of the water. We suggested that he try and get some water out before attempting to get back into his boat. We tried to help retrieve what was
left floating around, while keeping an eye on our buddy to make sure he wasn’t going to drown. We both had a very hard time trying to
keep a straight face.
Finally he was able to get himself in the boat and row back to shore hopefully a lot more sober than when he arrived. What amazed
me was that during this whole ordeal this guy had a cigarette hanging out of this mouth that never seemed to get wet. He smoked that
darn thing all the way down to the butt. And who said lake monitoring wasn’t exciting!
By the way Wayne and his brother later went diving and retrieved all the items that had sunk to the bottom. He is now the proud owner of a new motor battery, fishing pole, and tackle box. We doubt that Mr. fisherman recalls which lake he had been fishing on.”

Hooven Bog - A Newly Protected Snohomish County Treasure
In 2015, Snohomish County purchased 37.25 acres to preserve Hooven Bog and the surrounding forest. Hooven Bog is
one of very few well-preserved peat bogs remaining in
Snohomish County. It is considered a wetland of statewide
importance for its unique and regionally rare aquatic plant
communities. It is technically a bog/poor fen community.

focused on restoring the area by removing part of a road and
controlling invasive species. Because of its fragile ecosystem,
Hooven Bog is not currently open to the public for recrea-

A threat of homes being developed within 100 feet of the
bog triggered a group of concerned citizens, the Bear Creek
Headwaters group, to take action and advocate for the bog’s
protection. Eventually they partnered with then Executive
John Lovick’s team. The County worked with the community
to ultimately purchase the bog with a unanimous vote of the
County Council.
The latest purchase adds to a greater 4-mile long wildlife
corridor with 1,700 acres of natural lands that includes County parks and conservation areas, the Crystal Lake community,
and DNR lands. Now that the bog is protected, efforts are
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Hooven Bog - photo from Bear Creek Headwaters
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Join us for the Volunteer Workshop on May 6th, 9:30 AM to 1:30 PM
Please join us for our annual volunteer training workshop! Meet fellow volunteers, brush up on current monitoring
procedures, and learn a few new things about lakes. Activities include:


Monitoring method review



Awards and recognition



Look at your data



Lunch and snacks



Special projects around the County



Photo contest

Introducing New Staff Member Katie Ruthenberg
As an intern, Katie started working with the lakes group in May 2016. She has recently moved into her full-time Water Quality Analyst position with the lakes
group. Katie grew up in Michigan, the “Great Lakes State,” and has loved being
around lakes ever since. She moved out to Washington to attend the University
of Puget Sound, where she earner a Bachelors degree in Geology. Previously,
Katie has gained experience in lake monitoring by studying heavy metals in lake
sediment in Pierce County. She has also gained field experience through mapping
geologic units in Death Valley National Park. You should be hearing from Katie
soon as we gear up for the monitoring season.

Calling All Photographers

2016 Winner
Reflections

2016 Winner
Fall Foliage

Photo by Solveig Whittle
Crystal Lake

Photo by Gina Lorenz
Blackmans Lake

A new year brings a new opportunity to win the lake photo contest. Submit your best shot of lake scenery,
wildlife, or recreation and you could be the next winner. Winners will be chosen at the workshop.

To enter please send your photos to:
lakes@snoco.org
Please include the photographer’s name, photo title and lake name.
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